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Introduction
In the context of radioactive waste management,
deep geological repository in indurated argillaceous
media is considered as a potential solution.
Radionuclides transport through argillaceous media is
then of concern and some works focused on the
Excavated Damaged Zone (EDZ) surrounding the
vaults and the galleries of the repository. Indeed,
argillaceous media in the EDZ presents some microfractures where radionuclides transport through
diffusion can be enhanced and EDZ is considered as a
potential preferential pathway and deserve a
particular attention.
Micro-fractures can be fully saturated or not
depending on their location and on the flows history
inside the repository. Saturation level of the fractures
can result from desaturation process during the
excavation phase or from hydrogen flow where
hydrogen is produced from corrosion of the waste
metallic canisters after repository closure. In this
work, we will focus on radionuclide diffusion through
unsaturated micro-fractures.
In order to simulate diffusion process inside microfractures geometry, we chose to use a Lattice
Boltzmann Model (LBM) that allows i) to easily
represent the fracture geometry available from X-ray
tomographic images, ii) to simulate water-gas
distribution inside the fracture for different saturation
levels, and iii) to simulate diffusion inside the
resulting connected water pathway.

Lattice Boltzmann Model
The LBM we used in this work is based on a TwoRelaxation-Time (TRT) collision operator. Water-gas
distribution was simulated using the LBM described
in [1] which follows the Shen-Chen approach through
a particular source term. Diffusion simulation in the
resulting water connected pathway was conducted
using the same procedure than the one described in
[2] and allows the computation of the effective
diffusion coefficient for the considered fracture.

Results
We conducted diffusion simulations for different
saturation in a micro-fracture presenting an average
aperture of about 2 µm. Computations where
performed starting from an initial Dirac imposed
concentration in the center of the fracture. An
example of computed concentration distribution after
300 time steps inside the fracture for a saturation
value of 0.78 is shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Concentration field inside a micro-fracture
filed with gas bubbles (in green) at saturation of 0.78.
Effective diffusion coefficient was computed as a
function of fracture saturation from our diffusion
simulations. The effective diffusion coefficient
behavior was found to be non-standard close to high
saturation value.
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